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Header Image Knitted Nativity by Ruth Bourne LRPS (Nativity scene by Ann Reed)

We had a splendid evening at Digital

group on Thursday, with festive nib-

bles and a wonderful selection of

people’s favourite images.

There was a fascinating variety, in-

cluding  landscapes from around the

world and from close to home, some

lovely affectionate portraits of family

(including a Landrover!) and candid

portraiture, abstract and infrared im-

Snowdonia Quarry by Les Bailey

Members’ Faves

Penrhyn and Dinorwic quarries were the two largest slate quarries in Wales.

Here’s a video link for more info…

ages to fire the imagination,  wildlife

and street life, and even a colourful

example of  astro-photography.

Don’t forget you can still select and

send to Martin your favourite images

of 2015 for the Digi Group e-book.

2000 x 1500 pixels please and make
the file name the title of the picture,

but don’t include numbers or your
name.

Competitions

Hand-in on Tuesday 5 January -

club meeting or last chance on

Thursday 7 January - Contempo-

rary meeting for Print comp 2.

The competition is on Tuesday 12
January which is also when the

3rd PDI competition hand-in

starts.

Why not take advantage of the

Christmas break to print some en-

tries and have a go! Remember

there is MidPhot too….

Next edition will be 4th January.

http://www.britishpathe.com/video/slate-quarry-beware-other-colour-pics-share-this
http://www.worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/whats-on/2015-16-programme/243-january-2016
http://www.mcpf.co.uk/midphotrules2016.pdf
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Androecium, James Woodend

Cleanliness is next to godliness, Pam Turner

Tenacity, Angie Hill

Members’ Faves

Just a few of the

images seen at

Digi Group last

week.

Croome Panorama Tower by Henry Tomsett



Chairman’s News & Greetings

I’m sure you’ll all be pleased to

know that the Club has a new data

projector.  After exploration and

deliberation by our Technical

Team with Alan Yeates concen-

trating the research, the Commit-

tee opted for the Canon WUX450.

This model uses LCoS technology

and in a recent comparison test by

the PAGB and the RPS was, with

its Wi-Fi version companion

(WUX500), the preferred projector.

The two models are being widely

adopted as the projector of choice

by many camera clubs and photo

societies.

During our time without a projec-

tor the Club has been very grateful

to two members for their help.

Mike Hadley loaned us his and

John Burrows has the projector

once owned by the late Harold

Pointon. Thank you, both.

The principal technologies used

for data projectors are LCD, DLP

and LCoS and it’s interesting to

learn of the differences and ad-

vantages of each.  For the purpos-

es of still image, club-style photography, LCoS is rated the best.  To better understand the technicalities, I’ve

abstracted an informative article by Geoffrey Morrison (see page 7) and here’s the link to read more.

Have a great Christmas and New Year.  We look forward to continuing our fantastic 125th Anniversary Season

when we meet again on 5th January.

Clive Haynes FRPS, Chairman
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http://www.cnet.com/uk/news/dlp-vs-lcd-vs-lcos-projector-tech-pros-and-cons/
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Season’s Greetings!

Les Bailey sends greetings to all, and adds: the main image is of Jokulsarlon glacial lagoon, an iceberg calved

off the glacier into the lagoon, with just the right shape for a robin to perch nicely…

Season’s
Greetings
From
Ruth &
Stewart

Our letter to Santa asks for lots more articles & pics for PhotoNews and the weekly newsletter as

he brought the projector early!



Members’ News

DIGIT, the latest edition of the RPS Digital Group magazine arrived this week with a bumper collection of

images from the annual Print and Projected Image Competitions and a rather nice festive cover!

Among the featured accepted images in the DPI Open section was Snow Tracks, by Jayne Winter ARPS. BPE*

Congratulations to Jayne! Her image fea-

tures in the full Open gallery (hover over

images to see larger).

See the award winners here.

Visit Jayne’s website here.
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James wrote recently about the advantages of image-sharing sites: I was reminded of that when this simple

image taken at Hanbury Hall popped into Explore on Flickr and gained over 10,000 views and quite a few

“faves” in a couple of days recently. Whilst it’s quite fun to have that happen, the main value I find in

photo-sharing is in having regular contacts who ‘visit’ from around the world and comment, and whose

images I can enjoy. I also find I get interesting contacts from  ‘old colonial kids’  like me & others visiting

some of my vintage scans from Nigeria in the 50s and 60s.

http://www.rps.org/special-interest-groups/digital-imaging/about/030-digit-group-magazine
http://photoexhib.co.uk/rps/results-2015/open_gallery.htm
http://photoexhib.co.uk/rps/results-2015/awrd_slideshow.htm
http://www.jaynewinterphotography.co.uk/
https://www.flickr.com/explore
https://www.flickr.com/photos/ruthhb/albums/72157606070442860


More Members’ News

 Peter Willis, always a good sport,  writes:-

Here is a link to my spot on the French TV show  with  Antoine de

Caunes we recorded a part of in Birmingham some weeks ago, to

link in with the book, just out, featuring 40 of us dull blokes.  Over

two hours of filming and chat, for just 90 seconds or so on the telly,

and presumably some time back in Paris to get it ready! You will

need to give the password wy52di56

This is a good example, perhaps, in how to bore the socks off

another person, regarding one’s hobby, judging from the French

interviewer’s acting/reactions in all four sections. How to be dull

was the object of the filming of the four fellows on that day.

Roundabouts, Post Boxes, Traffic Cones and the boss of the Dull Man thingy, who likes escalators and even

London Squares, which he says, with tongue firmly in the cheek, are often not squares and should be renamed.

All good fun really, and our little bit might bring the odd scratched head or a smile or two.

All the photos of post boxes that are seen briefly on the screen came from here. They asked for about 20 high

res images of which I think they used most, including the yellow French version, which is in daily use by Royal

Mail, in North Devon (a twinning-town gift from France some years ago.

I now wish I had studied French properly at school, all those decades ago. I don’t understand a word of it!

The Dull chaps “come on” at about 4.30 mins in and my bit is for a few seconds at 7m08 into the programme.

Hope all members have a happy Christmas and have a great 2016.

A Christmassy

image from

Nick Court
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PAGB News
PAGB news arriving like a flurry of buses….

Issue 151 is out along with a special edition 151 Extra of images from 3 newly-minted Masters. Issue 152 is

all about projectors! For those interested in FIAP distinctions there is also a 151 FIAP update.

https://vimeo.com/147085778
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/men/11898415/Are-these-the-23-dullest-men-in-Great-Britain-.html?frame=3456811
http://www.pagbnews.co.uk/newsletter/issue-151
http://www.pagbnews.co.uk/sites/default/files/newsletters/en151extra_19Dec_3MPAGB.pdf
http://www.pagbnews.co.uk/sites/default/files/newsletters/en152_20Dec15_Projector%20Special.pdf
http://www.pagbnews.co.uk/sites/default/files/newsletters/en151FIAPSupplement_19Dec15.pdf
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Data Projectors – The Choice
Clive has sent this information from an article by Geoffrey Morrison (courtesy of CNET)

First, the abbreviations
● DLP, or digital light processing, uses tiny mirrors to reflect light toward the screen (an "on" pixel) or away (an "off" pixel).

Most models use a color wheel -- literally a spinning wheel with color filters -- to create sequential color. Some high-end

models use three DLP chips; one each for red, green, and blue. DLP projectors range in price from a few hundred dollars to

tens of thousands, and more. Most projectors in movie theatres use DLP. You can find models from Optoma, BenQ, Mitsubishi,

and many others.

● LCD, which stands for liquid crystal display, is very similar to the technology found in most TVs. LCD projectors use three

liquid crystal panels, each tasked with creating an image using just one of the primary colors (red, green, and blue). All three

are projected on the screen at once, so you see a full color image. LCD projectors range in price from a few hundred to several

thousand dollars, and are available from companies like Epson, Panasonic, and others.

● LCoS, or liquid crystal on silicon, is sort of a hybrid between LCD and DLP. It uses liquid crystal chips with a mirrored backing.

So they're reflective, like DLP, but block light using liquid crystal, like LCDs. Sony and JVC are the primary manufacturers of

LCoS projectors, which they call SXRD and D-ILA, respectively. LCoS projectors range in price from a few thousand dollars to

a few models that are in the tens-of-thousands range.

As I said in my "LED LCD vs. Plasma vs. LCD" article, what follows are generalizations. Each technology has positives and

negatives, and there are good and bad projectors that use each technology.

OK, on to the good, the bad, and the pixels.

Contrast ratio    Winner: LCoS   Loser: DLP  Runner-up: LCD
Contrast ratio is the most important aspect of picture quality. It is the main determinant for how realistic an

image looks. Consistently, JVC's D-ILA projectors have the best contrast ratios of any display I measure over the

course of a year. Better even than plasma. Sony's SXRD comes in second.

LCDs have come a long way in recent years, and some now offer some excellent performance in their own right.

DLP, however, has not. Its native contrast ratio has changed little in the past few years, and has fallen behind

LCD and LCoS.

Most projectors have an Auto Iris, which closes to dim the image on dark scenes, and remains open to keep

bright scenes bright. While these do improve the apparent contrast ratio somewhat, the higher native contrast

ratio of the LCoS projectors still looks better overall. Sometimes the opening and closing is noticeable, but you

can turn the auto iris off if you don't like the effect/result.

.

Black level    Winner: LCoS    Loser: DLP  Runner-up: LCD
I tie this in with contrast ratio. Both JVC and Sony models have a high native contrast ratio, offering deep blacks

at the same time as bright whites. Projectors with an iris can do one or the other (and not at the same time).

Light output (brightness)  Winner: LCD and DLP  Loser: Lcos  Runner-up: All?
This is a tough one, as light output varies a lot between projectors. Right now, the two brightest projectors I've

tested were LCD and DLP. LCoS projectors tend not to be as bright as certain LCD and DLP projectors, but recent

LCoS projectors offer more light output than any projector from just a few years ago, so I consider all

"adequate" in this regard, with some being more adequate than others.

A New Projector

http://www.cnet.com/uk/news/dlp-vs-lcd-vs-lcos-projector-tech-pros-and-cons/
http://www.cnet.com/uk/


Color     Winner: Draw
Color accuracy varies a lot per projector. I've reviewed projectors with accurate color from all technologies.

Best to check reviews to see if the model you're considering performs well in this regard.

Motion blur    Winner: DLP   Loser: LCD and LCoS
Motion blur, or the softening of the image whenever there's motion, is a problem with LCD and LCoS displays.

Some people aren't bothered by it, but others notice it. Side-by-side, a DLP projector will look sharper and

more detailed during fast motion than an LCD or LCoS projector. This is not enough to offset DLP's worse

contrast ratio performance, though. Many LCD and LCoS projectors have higher refresh rates, just like many

LCD TVs. Check out "What is refresh rate?" for more on that.

Rainbows    Winners: LCD and LCoS  Loser: DLP
"Rainbows" are an artefact where it seems bright objects (especially on a dark background) appear to have

trails of multicolored light. Three-chip projectors, like LCD, LCoS, and high-end DLP models, don't have the

rainbow artifact. Single-chip DLP projectors, however, create an image using "sequential" color. As in, at any

given fraction of a second, there's just one color on the screen. This is done fast enough that your brain

combines it into a full-color image...mostly. Some people are susceptible to "rainbows," where their brain

registers the sequential color. It looks like a rainbow smear, and it's especially noticeable if you move your

eyes rapidly around the screen, or bright moving objects on a dark background (like streetlights). In all the

years I've been reviewing DLP products, I've found that everyone falls into one of three categories:

1. People who can see rainbows and are bothered by them.

2. People who can see rainbows and are not bothered by them.

3. People who can't see rainbows.

Most people fall in the latter two categories, but if you're in the first, DLP isn't right for you. With faster and

faster color wheels, and the move toward LED and laser light sources, rainbows are much less apparent than

they used to be. Another option is three-chip DLP projectors, but these are much more expensive than the

single-chip varieties, and still don't have the contrast ratios of LCoS models.

Convergence    Winner: Single-chip DLP Loser: Three-chip DLP, LCD, LCoS
The chips that create an image in a projector are very small, and even tiny variations in the positions each

chip can be visible on screen. These can look like colored edges to white objects or, worst case, a softness.

Most three-chip projectors come with convergence adjustments (of varying amounts), but these can't always

totally eliminate convergence errors. Worse, it's hard to tell from reviews if a projector has good or bad

convergence, as it can vary on a per-unit level. That is, the one I review could be perfect, but yours got tossed

off the back of a truck and is terrible. Single-chip DLP projectors, of course, don't have convergence problems

because there's nothing to converge.

Bottom line
As I said at the top of this piece, there are good and bad projectors based on each technology. Of the models

CNET has recently reviewed, two LCoS models (Sony and JVC), an LCD model (Epson), and a DLP model (BenQ)

all got great reviews. However, each technology has strengths and weaknesses, so knowing these going in

can help you find the perfect projector.

Full article.   Want something cheaper for home use?
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http://www.cnet.com/uk/news/dlp-vs-lcd-vs-lcos-projector-tech-pros-and-cons/
http://www.pcadvisor.co.uk/test-centre/small-business/13-best-projector-uk-2015-uk-may-3265684/
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